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Quantum and thermal depinning of a string from a linear defect

Mikhail A. Skvortsov
L. D. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 117940 Moscow, Russia

and Theoretische Physik, ETH-Ho¨nggerberg, CH-8093, Zu¨rich, Switzerland
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The problem of a massive elastic string depinning from a linear defect under the action of a small driving
force is considered. To exponential accuracy the decay rate is calculated with the help of the instanton method;
then, fluctuations of the quasiclassical solution are taken into account to determine the preexponential factor.
The decay rate exhibits a kind of first-order transition from quantum tunneling to thermal activation with a
vanishing crossover region. The model may be applied to describe nucleation in two-dimensional first-order
quantum phase transitions.@S0163-1829~97!02901-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Macroscopic tunneling phenomena have attracted th
rists’ attention since it is the field where classical and qu
tum physics meet each other. It governs the low-tempera
decay of metastable states of physical systems with m
degrees of freedom, separated from the neighboring state
high potential barriers; at high temperatures the metast
state decays via thermal activation. Several such syst
were studied, including motion of dislocations across Pei
barriers,1,2 tunneling with strong friction,3 or quantum break-
ing of an elastic string.4

In the present paper the problem of quantum and ther
depinning of a massive elastic string trapped in a linear
fect and subject to a small driving force is considered. Int
est in one-dimensional manifold tunneling has been revi
during the last years as it describes the creep of vort
trapped by columnar defects or plane twin boundaries.5 Un-
like thermal activation, which for nondissipative Ham
tonian systems is independent of the dynamic propertie
the string,6 quantum tunneling is strongly dependent on t
dynamics, which for the case of vortices in high-temperat
superconductors~HTSC’s! can be either dissipative or gov
erned by a Hall force.5 The tunneling problem of a massiv
string therefore cannot be directly applied to vortex creep
its study is important since it allows for an exact analytic
solution. Massive string depinning from a linear defect d
scribes the nucleation of a new phase in the vicinity o
first-order quantum phase transition in two dimensions. T
boundary of the two phases may be considered as a st
the difference in chemical potentials of the phases play
the role of a driving force.

The problem is solved quasiclassically and exact soluti
are obtained for the whole temperature range in the limit o
small driving force. Then, fluctuations of the quasiclassi
solutions are taken into account to determine the preex
nentials. The special feature of the problem considered is
presence of a ‘‘first-order’’ transition between the quantu
tunneling and thermal activation regimes that should be c
trasted with a smooth crossover between them in other
lated problems.1,2,7
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II. MODEL AND SUMMARY

Consider a massive elastic string on a plane pinned b
linear defect. The dynamics of the string is governed by
Lagrangian

L@u~x,t !#5E dxFr2u̇22 rc2

2
~]xu!22V~u!G . ~1!

Here r is the mass density of the string,c is the speed of
sound, andu is the displacement perpendicular to the strin
The string is directed along thex axis. In the presence of a
driving force,V(u) can be represented as

V~u!5V0~u!2Fu, ~2!

whereV0(u) is a potential of a single pinning line of siz
u0: V0(0)50 and V0(uuu@u0)5E0. The driving forceF
renders the states localized nearu50 metastable and the
string depins and leaves the defect in a finite timeG21. The
lifetime G21 will be obtained analytically for the whole tem
perature range in the limit of smallF.

At zero temperature the string has no energy to overco
the potential barrier that separates the states withu50 and
with u>E0 /F where the barrier disappears. In this case
decay rate is determined by macroscopic quantum tunne
To study the tunneling process one has to rewrite the ac
in imaginary time~for temperatureT),

A@u~x,t!#5E
2\/2T

\/2T

dtE dxFr2u̇21 rc2

2
~]xu!21V~u!G ,

~3!

and find the saddle point solutionũ(x,t) for this action that
can be obtained from variation of Eq.~3!. Such a solution of
a Euclidean field theory is commonly referred to as
instanton.8 Then, to exponential accuracy the lifetimeG21

}exp(2A@ũ#/\).
The action can be easily estimated as follows.9,4 Let t be

the tunneling time. Then the mass involved in the tunnel
process can be estimated asM;rct. We can describe the
collective tunneling process as a tunneling of one particle
massM through a potential barrier of heightE0ct. The tun-
neling time can be obtained from the condition that the
515 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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516 55MIKHAIL A. SKVORTSOV
netic energyM (E0 /F)
2/t2 should be of the order of the

potential energyE0ct. This gives the estimatet2;rE0 /F
2

and the action

AQ;
rcE0

2

F2 . ~4!

Such a quasiclassical treatment is valid provided t
AQ /\@1. This criterion can be expressed as

\

rcu0
2a2!1, ~5!

wherea5F/F0 andF0;E0 /u0 is the typical value of the
force that keeps the string in the well.F0 is also of the order
of the critical driving forceFc at which the potential barrie
disappears. The following consideration will be constrain
to the limit of smalla!1.

At high temperatures when the periodicity\/T along the
t axis becomes smaller than the size;(rE0)

1/2/F of the
quantum instanton, the saddle point solutionũ(x) does not
depend ont any more and the escape rate is determined
pure thermal activation. In this caseG21}exp(2D/T), where
D is the energy of the optimal configurationũ(x) that ex-
tremizes Eq.~3!. Note that it is independent of the dynami
since the thermal saddle point solution does not depend
imaginary time. The energy barrierD can be estimated in a
way similar to the one used for the quantum case. Dim
sional analysis yields

D;
~rc2E0

3!1/2

F
. ~6!

The activation energy diverges at zero driving force. Su
a behavior should be contrasted with the thermal ki
antikink nucleation in the models with several degener
minima ~sine-Gordon,f4 theories!,1,2 where in the absenc
of a driving force the activation barrier remains finite and
twice as large as the kink rest energyEK . In the present case
the single minimum ofV0(u) is nondegenerate, resulting i
largeF-dependent size of the instanton and divergentD.

There exists a temperatureTc when the probabilities of
quantum and thermal instanton nucleations become equ

Tc;\
D

AQ
;

\F

~rE0!
1/2. ~7!

Usually, this temperature indicates a crossover from qu
tum tunneling to thermal activation. This is the case
single-particle tunneling,7 tunneling of a string between tw
degenerate minima when a small driving force lifting t
degeneracy is applied,1,2 and quantum breaking of an elast
string.4 In the present problem the situation is different.
will be shown that forT,Tc the string escapes due to qua
tum tunneling, temperature corrections to the action be
exponentially small fora!1. ForT.Tc the lifetime is de-
termined by pure thermal activation. Hence, atT5Tc the
system exhibits a kind of first-order phase transition from
quantum to the thermal regime and no crossover regio
the conventional sense is obtained. Such a behavior is a
sequence of the coexistence oftwo qualitatively different
quantum and thermal instantons in the vicinity ofTc . The
t
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total G215(GQ1GT)
21 is equal toGQ

21 for T,Tc and to
GT

21 for T.Tc . On the other hand, in a usual situation the
exists onlyonesaddle point solution of Eq.~3! that describes
quantum tunneling at low temperatures, pure activation
high temperatures, and crosses over between them
T;Tc .

III. QUASICLASSICAL ANALYSIS

In this section the saddle point solutions for the action~3!
are obtained in the limit of a small driving force. For furth
use I want to specify some quantities defined above by o
of magnitude estimates. We will see below that in the lim
of small F the quasiclassical results for the nucleation r
are independent of the certain features ofV0(u) at the scale
u0. The only relevant parameter is the depthE0 of the po-
tential. The other characteristic ofV0(u) that determines in-
stantons interaction and the strength of quantum fluctuat
is the curvature at the originV09(0). Instead of it I define the
width of the pinning potential according to

u0
25

2E0

V09~0!
. ~8!

The ratio of the driving force to the pinning force is the sm
parameter in the problem:

a5
Fu0
E0

5F 2F2

E0V09~0!G
1/2

. ~9!

In the following I will work in the unitsr5c51. One has
to rescalex→(rc2)21/2x,t→r21/2t to return to dimensiona
units. The classical equation of motion obtained from t
action ~3! is

~]x
21]t

2!u5V8~u!. ~10!

The functionu(x,t) is periodic int with the period\/T and
vanishes atuxu→`. Equation~10! defines a two-dimensiona
~2D! nonlinear electrostatics problem, the charge density
ing dependent on the electrical potentialu.

The solution of Eq.~10! behaves essentially different fo
u!u0 and for u@u0 @see Eq. ~2! for the definition of
V(u)#. Let us define a curveG on the (x,t) plane where
u5u0. It separates the plane into inner and outer domainB
and B̄. In the outer domainB̄, u,u0, which corresponds to
the string lying in the pinning wellV0(u). Inside the domain
B, u.u0 and the string is under the barrier.

The key point in the determination ofu(x,t) from the
nonlinear Eq.~10! is to obtain the solution in the outer do
main B̄ and to extract the boundary condition for the intern
region of the instanton. The size of the instanton@R for the
quantum instanton~16! or L for the thermal instanton~18!;
see Fig. 1 for geometry clarifying# is of the order ofE0

1/2/F
as estimated above. In the external regionB̄ of the instanton,
u rapidly falls off to zero at a distancea that can be esti-
mated from Eq.~10! asa.@V9(0)#21/2;aR.

Sincea is much smaller than the boundary curvature
dius (R for the quantum instanton, or̀ for the thermal in-
stanton!, one can neglect the curvature in the Laplace ope
tor in a layer of widtha along the boundaryG of the
instanton and write simply¹2.]2/]n2, wheren is the out-
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55 517QUANTUM AND THERMAL DEPINNING OF A STRING . . .
ward normal to the boundary of the instanton. Then Eq.~10!
becomes the equation of motion of a classical particle in
inverted potential2V(u):

d2u

dn2
5V8~u!. ~11!

The energyE51/2(du/dn)22V(u) is an integral of the mo-
tion. Its value should be obtained from the condition at
finity, which gives E50. Applied to u5u0, the equation
E50 gives the boundary condition for the interior problem

du

dnU
G

52A2E0. ~12!

The other condition isuuG5u0. Thus, we arrive at the fol-
lowing problem:

¹2u52F, ~13!

uuG5u0 , ~14!

du

dnU
G

52A2E0. ~15!

Equations~13! and~14! define a Dirichlet problem with a
unique solution for a given contourG. The solution of Eq.
~13! with the boundary condition~15! ~von Neumann prob-
lem! is unique as well. The problems~13!–~15! are therefore
strongly overdetermined and cannot be solved for a gen
contourG.

There are only two regions for which the solution of E
~13! satisfies both boundary conditions simultaneously. Th
are ~i! the circle and~ii ! the strip~see Fig. 1!.

~i! Circle of radiusR. The solution is

u5u01
F

4
~R22r 2!, ~16!

wherer 25x21t2. The radius can be obtained from Eq.~12!:

R25
8E0

F2 . ~17!

This is the quantum instanton.
~ii ! Strip of width 2L parallel to thet axis. Then

u5u01
F

2
~L22x2!, ~18!

with

FIG. 1. The geometry of the quantum~a! and thermal~b! instan-
tons.
n

-

ral

.
y

L25
2E0

F2 . ~19!

This solution is time independent and holds at large temp
tures.

The solutions are shown schematically in Fig. 2.
To compute the action one has to know the solution of E

~10! everywhere. The contribution of the boundary layer
the action is not universal and depends on the features o
pinning potentialV0(u) but is of ordera when compared to
the contribution from the interior region. Thus, to leadin
order ina, the action for the circle is~here and below di-
mensional units are restored!

AQ54p
rcE0

2

F2 , ~20!

whereas for the strip~temperatureT) the result reads

AT~T!5\
D0

T
, ~21!

with D0 the energy cost of the optimal tongue~18!,

D05
25/2r1/2cE0

3/2

3F
. ~22!

Quantum and thermal actions become equal at

Tc5
21/2

3p

\F

~rE0!
1/2. ~23!

The strip~18! is a solution for allT. It will be shown in the
next section that this solution becomes unstable below s
temperatureT050.9Tc . The circle solution exists as long a
its diameter 2R is less than the periodicity\/T in t. The
quantum solution then ceases to exist at

T15
3p

8
Tc . ~24!

The dependence of the actions on temperature for the
solutions is illustrated in Fig. 3~a!.

The lifetimeG21 is determined by the solution with th
minimal action. To exponential accuracy,

FIG. 2. The form of the thermal instanton.u(x) is given by Eq.
~18! for uxu,L and exponentially decays foruxu.L. The figure can
also be considered as the radial dependenceu(r ) of the quantum
instanton~16!.
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518 55MIKHAIL A. SKVORTSOV
lnG21}H AQ /\ for T,Tc,

D0 /T for T.Tc. ~25!

This answer holds for all temperatures but not too close
Tc . In a very narrow region aroundTc , where
u12T/Tcu,Tc /D;a2(\/rcu0

2)!1 @cf. Eq. ~5!#, both solu-
tions contribute to G21 according to the formula
G215(GQ1GT)

21. Note that the last equation is not
bridging formula but an exact expression up to exponenti
small corrections. This is a consequence of the coexiste
of two types of instantons close toTc .

It is also instructive to study the temperature depende
of the quantum tunneling probability. It appears to be ve
small due to the exponential decay ofu at large distances
Actually, the distance between the boundary of the instan
~16! and its image isdt5\/T2\/T1. Then according to Eq
~10! the overlap of the exponentially decaying tails of t
instanton and its image is as small
u0exp@2(V9(0)/r)1/2dt#, resulting in

dAQ~T!

AQ
;expF2S 2E0

ru0
2 D 1/2S \

T
2

\

T1
D G . ~26!

In the vicinity of T1,

dAQ~T!

AQ
;expF2

8

a S 12
T

T1
D G . ~27!

IV. FLUCTUATIONS

Let us now take fluctuations near the classical instant
into account and determine the preexponential factors in
~25!. The starting point is the expression for the lifetim
G21,10,3

\G52T
ImZ

ReZ
, ~28!

whereZ is the partition function,

Z5E Du~x,t!expS 2
A@u#

\ D . ~29!

FIG. 3. ~a! The dependence of the actions of the quantum~Qu!
and thermal~Th! instantons on temperature at constantF. The de-
cay rate exhibits a transition from quantum tunneling to therm
activation atT5Tc . ~b! Decay rate vsF at constantT. F5Fc

separates the quantum and thermal regimes.
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y
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The neighborhood of the saddle point solutionũ(x,t) of the
equationdA@u#/du50 gives the main contribution to th
imaginary part ofZ. I expandu nearũ according to

u~x,t!5ũ~x,t!1(
a

Caua~x,t!, ~30!

where ua(x,t) are the eigenfunctions of the operat
d2A@u#/du2 :

~d2A@u#/du2! ũua~x,t!5laua~x,t!. ~31!

The lowest eigenvaluel0 is negative, resulting in the
imaginary contribution to the partition function.l150 is
also an eigenvalue of Eq.~31! related to the zero mode with
respect to translation. For the thermal instanton~18!, l150
is nondegenerate andu1(x)}]xũ corresponds to the zer
mode along thex axis, while for the quantum instanton~16!,
the zero level is twofold degenerate since the location of
instanton on thex,t plane depends on both coordinates.

Applying standard methods11,12,3 for zero modes and the
negative eigenvalues we arrive at the following expressio
The lifetime per unit length for thermal activation is

G

L
5F T

2p\2E dxS ]ũ

]xD
2G1/2Udet8~d2A@u#/du2!u5 ũ

det~d2A@u#/du2!u50
U21/2

3expS 2
A@ ũ#

\ D . ~32!

The decay rate for quantum tunneling reads

G

L
5

1

2p\ F EE dxdtS ]ũ

]xD
2G1/2F EE dxdtS ]ũ

]t D 2G1/2
3Udet9~d2A@u#/du2!u5 ũ

det~d2A@u#/du2!u50
U21/2

expS 2
A@ ũ#

\ D . ~33!

Here det8 and det9 denote the determinants with the ze
eigenvalues omitted.

A. High-temperature instanton

For the high-temperaturet-independent solution~18! ~I
use the units\5r5c51),

d2A

du2
52]t

22]x
21U~x!, ~34!

U~x!5
]2V„ũ~x!…

]u2
. ~35!

The eigenvalues of the operator~34! are given by

lmn5em1~2pTn!2, ~36!

wheren is an integer and$em% is the spectrum of the one
dimensional Schro¨dinger equation

@2]x
21U~x!#cm~x!5emcm~x!. ~37!

The potentialU(x) is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4
L}a21 is the semiwidth of the instanton strip~18!, and the
width of the minimum ofU(x) nearuxu5L, a;La, is inde-

l
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55 519QUANTUM AND THERMAL DEPINNING OF A STRING . . .
pendent ofa; U(uxu@L)5v2[V09(0) is the oscillator fre-
quency for the pinning potentialV0(u). The form of the
potential nearuxu5L depends on the detailed features
V0(u). For a→0, L→` and the potential wellU(x) be-
comes deep in the sense that as many as (4/p)a21 discrete
levels exist in this potential. Excited states can be obtai
within the quasiclassical approximation. It is possible also
obtain the low-lying levels in the limit of smalla.

Let us defineg as a function of the continuous parame
e as

g~e!5]xlnc~L !, ~38!

wherec(x) is the solution of Eq.~37! with energye that
vanishes atx→`. Once the functiong(e) is known, one can
obtain the discrete spectrum in the following way. F
uxu,L, the solutions of Eq. ~37! are given by
ce(x)5cos(Aex) and ce(x)5sin(Aex) for even and odd
states, respectively. The spectrum then can be obtained
the continuity of the logarithmic derivative ofce(x) at
x5L:

]xlnce~L !5g~e!. ~39!

The functiong(e) is not universal and depends on th
shape of the minimum ofU(x), that is, on the details o
V0(u). It appears, however, thatg(0) is independent of the
pinning potential. We may findg(0) by using our knowl-
edge that the first excited level has zero energy. Foruxu,L
its wave function linearly depends onx, yielding

g~0!51/L. ~40!

The low-lying states can be obtained from Eq.~39! with
the right-hand side set equal tog(0), thus neglecting the
difference betweeng(e) and g(0) for small e. Then one
immediately obtains the implicit equations for the spectru

AeL tan~AeL !521 ~41!

for even states and

AeL cot~AeL !51 ~42!

for odd states.
The approximationg(e).g(0) is valid for small enough

energiese!e*;g(0)/g8(0). One canestimateg8(0) as
g(v2)/v2;1/v, yielding e*;a21/L2. On the other hand
the energy of thenth excited level can be estimated
en.@pn/(2L)#2 for largen. Therefore, Eqs.~41! and ~42!
correctly describe as many asa21/2 low-lying levels.

The negative eigenvaluee0 can be obtained from Eq.~41!
and is equal to

e052
m2

L2
, ~43!

where m51.199 68 is the solution of the equatio
m tanhm51.

The negative eigenvalue determines the temperatureT0
wherel01 changes the sign, leading to the instability of t
thermal instanton~18! with respect to a small perturbation o
its boundary. Inserting Eq.~43! into Eq. ~36!, I obtain
f

d
o

r

r

m

,

T05
m

2p

1

L
, ~44!

in dimensional units,

T05
m

23/2p

\F

~rE0!
1/250.900Tc . ~45!

Now we are in a position to calculate the ratio of dete
minants in Eq.~32!. To do it, one has to compute the pro
ucts overn,2 resulting in

Udet8~d2A@u#/du2!u5 ũ

det~d2A@u#/du2!u50
U21/2

5
T

2 sin~pT0 /T!
e2D1 /TxS TT0D ,

~46!

with the quantum correction to the barrier height,

D15
1

2(
m52

M

em
1/21E

2`

` dq

4p

]d~q!

]q
e~q!1/2. ~47!

Hered(q) is the phase shift of the states in the continuo
spectrum,e(q)5v21q2, andM labels the last discrete state
The functionx is defined according to

lnxS TT0D52 (
m52

M

ln~12e2em
1/2/T!2E

2`

` dq

2p

]d~q!

]q

3 ln~12e2e~q!1/2/T!. ~48!

At largeq, d(q) can be calculated perturbatively,13

d~q!52
1

2qE @U~x!2v2#dx5
v2L

q
, ~49!

leading to a logarithmic divergence of the integral over co
tinuous spectrum in Eq.~47! that should be cut off at som
wave vectorL:

D152
v2L

4p
ln

L

v
. ~50!

The ultraviolet cutoffL is a new parameter that should b
introduced for the problem described by the Lagrangian~1!
to be well defined. The value ofL remains undefined in the
model in question. Physically, it is determined by the leng
scale at which the elastic approximation of the bending
ergy in Eq.~1! breaks down. ThenL may be estimated as th
inverse core radius of the linear manifold considered.

x(T/Tc) is a complicated function of temperature. ForT
close toT0, only the lowest level with positive energye2 is
excited. Its energy can be obtained from Eq.~41!:
e25(2.798 39/L)2, resulting in

x~x;1!.11expS 2
14.7

x D . ~51!

For intermediate temperaturesT0!T!T0 /a;v, many
levels contribute to the sum in Eq.~48!. In this limit,
em;@pm/(2L)#2 and

x~x!5expS m

6
xD . ~52!
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520 55MIKHAIL A. SKVORTSOV
ForT@T0, many levels are excited and the quasiclass
approach can be applied. The sum over the states in Eq.~48!
can be expressed via an integral over phase space:

lnxS TT0D.22 ln~12e2T0 /T!1
1

2pE dx dp

3@ ln~12e2Av21p2/T!2 ln~12e2AU~x!1p2/T!#

522 ln~12e2T0 /T!1
2L

p E
0

`

dp

3@ ln~12e2Av21p2/T!2 ln~12e2p/T!#. ~53!

The first term in Eq.~53! accounts for the two omitted state
in Eq. ~48!. For T!T0 /a, Eq. ~53! reduces to Eq.~52!. For
T@T0 /a, one finds

x~x!5
1

x2
expS 2a D . ~54!

Substituting Eqs.~18! and ~46! into Eq. ~32!, we obtain

G

L
5B~T!expS 2

D

T D . ~55!

D5D01D1 andB(T) in conventional units are given by th
following expressions:

D5
25/2r1/2cE0

3/2

3F H 12
3\

8prcu0
2 lnFLu0S rc2

E0
D 1/2G J ,

~56!

B~T!5
1

21/431/2p1/2

r1/4E0
3/4

\2c1/2F1/2

T3/2

sin~pT0 /T!
xS TT0D .

~57!

B. Quantum instanton

Fluctuations of the quantum instanton~16! are governed
by the Hamiltonian

d2A

du2
52]t

22]x
21U~r !, ~58!

whereU(r ) is cylindrically symmetrical,

U~r !5
]2V„ũ~r !…

]u2
. ~59!

The potentialU(r ) looks very similar to the one-dimension
potentialU(x>0) illustrated in Fig. 4.

The ratio of determinants in Eq.~33! can be expressed i
terms of the spectrum as

Udet9~d2A@u#/du2!u5 ũ

det~d2A@u#/du2!u50
U21/2

5expH 2
1

2(m
9 lnuemu1

1

2(n lnuenuJ , ~60!

where the first sum is taken over the states in the poten
~59! and the second in the potentialU(r )5v2.
l

al

We can estimate Eq.~60! within the quasiclassical ap
proach by taking advantage of the large number of bou
states in the potential~59! for small a. According to the
quasiclassical quantization rule, each state occupies the
ume (2p)2 in phase space and Eq.~60! reduces to

e expH 2
1

2

1

~2p!2
E d2r d2p@ lnAU~r !1p22 lnAv21p2#J

5e expHR2

8 E0
`

pdp ln
v21p2

p2 J . ~61!

The integral over the momentum is logarithmically dive
gent, leading to

e expSR2v2

8
ln

L

v D . ~62!

Inserting Eq.~62! into Eq.~33!, and using Eq.~16! rewrit-
ten in conventional units, I obtain the final result

G

L
5
E0

\
expS 2

A

\ D , ~63!

A54p
rcE0

2

F2 H 12
\

2prcu0
2 lnFLu0S rc2

E0
D 1/2G J . ~64!

The results~56! and~64! are valid provided that the fluc
tuation contribution is less than the classical one. This p
vides the condition

\

2prcu0
2 lnFLu0S rc2

E0
D 1/2G!1. ~65!

This is a much stronger condition than that of Eq.~5!. When
Eq. ~65! fails, then one has to take unharmonic fluctuatio
into account that will renormalize the numerical coefficie
in front of Eq.~64!, whereas the estimate~4! holds as long as
the condition~5! is fulfilled.

V. CONCLUSION

The problem of a massive string depinning from a line
defect has been solved in the limit of small driving for
(a!1) allowing for an exact analytical solution in the who

FIG. 4. Potential energy for the problem~37! linearized in the
vicinity of the thermal instanton. Also shown are the wave fun
tions of the ground~dashed line! and the first excited~dotted line!
states.
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temperature range. It has been shown that there exists a
perature regionT0,T,T1 where the action~3! hastwo dif-
ferent saddle point solutions: Eqs.~16! and~18!. The actions
for these solutions become equal atT5Tc . For T,Tc , the
lifetime is determined by quantum tunneling@Eq. ~63!# with
exponentially small temperature corrections~27!. For
T.Tc , the lifetime is given by a pure activation expressi
~55!. At T5Tc the system jumps from quantum to classic
behavior. The dependence of lnG21 vs T at constantF is
shown in Fig. 3~a!. The possibility of such a first-order tran
sition between quantum and thermal behavior was first
covered in Ref. 14.

It is worth emphasizing that the first order transition
obtained for smalla!1. As a increases,T0(a) andT1(a)
come closer to each other and become equal at s
ac;1; that is, there exists a tricritical point where the firs
order transition disappears. Fora close but belowac , the
temperature corrections to the quantum tunneling rate
come large and the transition atTc(a) should be considered
as a transition from thermally assisted quantum tunneling
pure activation.

Besides the transition at constantF, one can consider the
transition at constantT by changing the applied force whic
may be easier to achieve experimentally. lnG21 as a function
of F is shown in Fig. 3~b!. For

F,Fc5
3p

21/2
T

\
~rE0!

1/2,

the metastable state decays via thermal activation w
lnG21}F21, whereas forF.Fc , the string escapes via quan
tum tunneling with lnG21}F22.

The problem in question is connected with the nucleat
phenomenon in two-dimensional first-order quantum ph
transitions. Consider a first-order phase transition contro
by some parameterx. The quantum nature of the transitio
v.

F

m-

l

s-

e

e-

to

th

n
e
d

implies that it exists even atT50. One possible example i
the liquid-solid transition in 2D helium films. Letx.0 cor-
respond to phase I andx,0 to phase II. The phase bounda
is a string that has mass densityr and elasticityrc25s,
where s is the boundary line tension. The difference
chemical potentials of the phases is equivalent to the driv
force F5m I2m II}x. Suppose that phase II is prepared
x.0. Such a state is metastable and is destroyed by
nucleation of phase I that can take place near the edges o
2D system or in the bulk. Nucleation near the edges is
actly the problem of a massive string depinning from a line
defect. In the present case, the edge of the system play
role of the pinning well with the depthE05s. It can be
shown that nucleation always occurs near the edges sinc
bulk tunneling action and activation barrier are larger th
the corresponding values for the edge:Abulk /Aedge53p/25/2

andDbulk /Dedge516A2/15.
Finally, the results~56! and~64! for the string on a plane

can be easily generalized to the string in (11d) dimensions.
The instantons~16! and ~18! remain the same since an
transverse displacement will cost extra bending energy.
preexponentials will be different; they will be multiplied b
an additional factor from transverse fluctuations. The m
effect is the appearance of a coefficientd in front of the
logarithm in formulas~56! and ~64!.
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